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1. Snap casters onto base by hand.
2. Place cylinder into base.

CASTER

2
CYLINDER
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Top View of Cylinder
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CHAIR CONTROL

3. Place chair control onto cylinder.
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NOTE: Make sure to align cylinder with
slot in chair control.

4. Place cable loop over post and snap
cable attachment clip into the swing
cam bracket by pushing in on cable
attachment clip.

5. Attach the opposite end of the cable
to the pneumatic cylinder adjustment
bracket as shown.

Align cylinder with center of
chair control as shown before
seating on cylinder.

Top View of Cylinder
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NARROW POSITION
WIDE POSITION

6b

6a
6. Slide the arms in and align the correct
position hole (6a). Assemble arm attachment
screws with a torx T30 screwdriver (6b).
7. Install black seat slide bearings onto the
chair control.

8. Lift up on seat bail (8a) and slide the seat

frame assembly back (8b) onto the seat slide
bearings until you hear an audible 'click' of the
release clips snapping into position then lower
the seat bail.
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8a
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10a

9. Lift seat slide lever (9a) and slide seat forward

BACK FRAME

all the way (9b).

10. Lay back frame onto seat cushion (10a) and
align with backstops (10b). Holding onto the bottom
of the back frame, rotate back frame (10c) and
slide onto backstops (10d).
NOTE: Frames may need to be compressed in
from the sides to ensure proper engagement of the
tapered feature on the backstop with the clearance
hole in the frame.
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BACK FRAME
BACKSTOP

11. Install shoulder pivot screws, with a torx T30
screwdriver on both sides of the back frame.
(Tighten to 70-90 in/lbs)

BACK FRAME

12. Sit in chair to seat the pneumatic cylinder to

10c

CLEARANCE HOLE

the chair control. Verify the height adjustment and
the back lock functions.

GROOVE IN
BACK FRAME

BACKSTOP
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BACK STOP
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BACK
FRAME
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